To All Members of the U.S. Military: There Is No Vaccine
Mandate
By Anna Von Reitz

There is no mandate. It was just a press release that got blown out of proportion
by the Press, which needs to be shut down and placed under new management.
There is no Executive Order by the "President" of the U.S. Inc mandating shots or
anything else of that nature, and please let us dwell on the point that nobody
authorized Lincoln to start issuing "Executive Orders" in the first place.
The practice of issuing Executive Orders was created out of thin air by Abraham
Lincoln --- just something he thought up all by himself and it has no authorization
backing it as any legitimate Public Order.
In fact, when it comes to the effect of all such "Orders" on the General Public, take
Rodriguez v. Ray Donovan and DOL and shove it down your throats, backwards.
What part of rules, ordinances, codes, regulations, and statutes don't apply to the
General Public don't you understand?
Even if there were a mandate, mandates are not laws. Mandates are private
agency agreements that have to do with delegated powers ---- nothing at all to do
with the American Public and nothing to do with Public Law.
You all know the Public Law that applies to you, whether you are part of the
Municipal Military or the Territorial Military. The Municipal Military is obligated to
The Constitution of the United States and the Territorial Military is obligated to The
Constitution of the United States of America.
Read it.
And also be aware that any American serving in either Armed Force who objects
to taking any kind of shot or medical protocol of any kind is exempt from taking it.
Period. End of sentence. End of thought. End of discussion.
If you want to be held 100% personally and commercially liable for any harm that
comes from "The Jab"-- just be aware that you will be held 100% personally and

commercially liable for coercing any American to take any medical procedure that
harms them.
You will also be subject to court martial, and subject to the USCMJ for acts against
the welfare and lacking due diligence.
If anyone coerces or bullies or threatens you because you refuse their "vaccine",
you go immediately to the JAG and you report that person.
If anyone pretends that there is any kind of "mandate" you ask them to prove that
a mandate is law applicable to you.
If anyone gives you any guff at all for refusing to be a medical guinea pig,
threatens you with Dishonorable Discharge for doing so, or any other such
nonsense, you tell them that you are an American born and bred and that your
military employment contract does not supersede the Constitutions--- that is,
private "law" does not supersede Public Law, which guarantees your Natural and
Unalienable Rights.
Take this message to the Top Brass and if they have any questions, they can get in
contact with me at: (907)250-5087 or by email: avannavon@gmail.com.
You don't have to fight this alone. Your American Government is in Session and
these yahoos have no leg to stand on. Give them my card. I will happily shove
their policies right back down their necks.
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